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 THE GERMAN ANTARCTIC EXPEDITION. THE GERMAN ANTARCTIC EXPEDITION.

 described is to be preferred to that which Mr. Morrison gives, and is certainly
 more intelligible. The stereographic projection has several excellent features, and
 the distortion is not greater than in many others. Its geometry is extremely
 satisfactory, and as all circles on the sphere are represented by either straight
 lines, circles, or portions of circles, it is comparatively easy of construction when
 its principles are understood. Many will therefore probably find it difficult to agree
 with the author when he states " that it is more of a mathematical curiosity than
 a useful map projection " (p. 83). At any rate, those who have occasion to deal
 with problems connectel with mathematical geography have long since learnt to
 appreciate its good points.

 Mercator's projection is somewhat summarily dismissed, and the explanation of
 the principle upon which it is based is disappointing; for although it is stated that
 "a little consideration" of the imperfect description given will show that the
 degrees of latitude vary practically " as the secants of the latitude" (p. 68), it
 would surely have been better to have explained clearly why this is so. Then,
 again, no table of meridional parts is given by which to construct this projection.
 This need not have occupied more than two or three pages, and would certainly
 have increased the value of the work from a practical point of view. However,
 the same remark applies to other tables which are necessary for the construction of
 the projections described, such as the table giving the value of a degree of longitude
 upon each parallel of latitude, which is usually given with such works. None of
 these neel have been long, and certainly a dozen additional pages would have con-
 tained all that were necessary.

 The account of the various modifications of the conical projection (pp. 70-80) is
 good so far as it goes, but it is far from complete, and nothing is said about the
 method of construction by diagonals, which is generally employed in maps for low
 latitudes, when the computed centre would fall at so great a distance as to render it
 practically impossible to describe a circle with compasses, and when curves of the
 radii are not obtainable. In connection with this projection, especially the table of
 the length of a degree of longitude on each parallel of latitude already referred to
 would have been a valuable addition, and enabled any one to construct it without
 having to refer to another work, which it will be now necessary to do.

 The various forms of the elliptical projection might have been referred to, as
 some of these are useful for showing the physical features when it is desirable that
 the whole surface of the globe should appear on one map without the distortion
 occasioned by Mercator's projection.

 In conclusion, however, it should be stated that Mr. Morrison's little book
 contains much useful information, and if in some respects it appears to be needlessly
 deficient, it is to be hoped that, in another edition which it may reasonably be
 expected will be called for before long, these deficiencies will be supplied, and the
 work rendered of more practical value than it is at present.

 THE GERMAN ANTARCTIC EXPEDITION.

 WE have received an official communication from the Lords Commis-
 sioners of the Admiralty reporting the publication, in Germany, of an
 Imperial decree relative to the German South Polar Expedition. It is
 addressed by the Emperor to the Chancellor of the Empire, and is here
 reproduced as showing the status held by the German Expedition and
 its official rec)gnition by the German Government. It runs as follows:-
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 THE MONTHLY RECORD. THE MONTHLY RECORD.

 " Dr. Erich von l)rygalski, Professor in the University of Berlin, is
 appointed leader of the Expedition, which is to leave Kiel in August
 next, and proceed to the island of Kerguelen, where a magnetic and
 meteorological station is to be established. The journey to the south is
 then to be continued, the principal field of exploration being the Indo-
 Atlantic side of the South Polar Region. Should land be discovered
 which can be reached in this region, a scientific station is to be erected
 on it, and is to be kept going for a year if possible.

 "The return journey should be attempted either in the spring of
 1903, or, at latest, of 1904, as the leader of the Expedition may
 decide."

 On the eve of the departure of the Expedition the following letter
 was addressed by Dr. von Drygalski to Sir Clements Markham, express-
 ing his cordial wishes for the success of the work in which both
 nations are now engaged :-

 "The Gauss, August 14, 1901.
 "DEAR SIR CLEMENTS MARKHAM,

 "The German South Polar Expedition cannot leave the
 mouth of the Elbe without once more sending its heartiest greetings
 and good wishes to yourself and the Royal Geographical Society, and
 through it to Captain Scott and the British South Polar Expedition.
 We thank you for the co-operation given to us throughout, and for the
 interest in our undertaking which you have shown in so high a degree,
 and which has frequently also taken practical shape in valuable help.
 We rejoice in the prospect of working in harmony with the British
 Expedition, and feel no doubt as to the result of this friendly co-opera-
 tion. Good luck to the common labours throughout the whole under-
 taking; and to yourself and the Royal Geographical Society yet once
 more our hearty thanks for the cordial feelings constantly displayed,
 and our best wishes auf Widersehen when our work is accomplished!

 "With best greetings,
 "Ever yours truly,

 "ERICH VON DRYGALSKI."

 THE MONTHLY RECORD.
 EUIEOPE.

 The Limits of the Cotteswold Hills.-A circular has been issued by the
 Cotteswold Naturalist's Field Club asking for information, especially from those
 who have been long resident near the outlying parts of the Cotteswold hills, as to
 the extent of the area to which the name is applied by the inhabitants. In addi-
 tion to general information on the subject, specific information is asked on the
 following points. (1) Are the outliers, like Chosen, Robin's Wood, Oxenton, and
 Bredon hills, considered as parts of the Cotteswolds? (2) What is the southern
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